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The Basic tabs are easy to use as they are essentially just a collection of image search filters for
each of the thumbnail (Virtual Set) images in the current catalog selection. There is no need to

review or change the Virtual Sets library here as they are all displayed in thumbnail form in this area.
So as long as you are using images from the current catalog selection, these tabs are available for

quick usage. No matter which tab you use, the Advanced tab is always available and enables you to
choose, save, and close the current filter selection as well as filter the images based upon the

selected Filters and Modification tabs. As well as saving all the current Virtual Set images, clicking
the Save button will save the filter selections as a set of images in the current catalog selection.

These sets can then be used as a library of images to populate the Navigation area of your gallery as
you go. The last tab in the navigation area of the Catalog window is the Navigation options which

enable you to choose the order of the virtual images on the gallery. For simple image lists, often you
want to show images in the order that they were shot by the camera, so this tab allows you to do

just that. As I explained in the first section of this chapter, some photographers choose to organize
their images by location or some other categorization scheme and this is where the Category and

Annotate options in the Navigation tab come into play. Adobe Muse is a web authoring tool for
professional and creative professionals. Its touch-enabled design helps you produce beautiful and
interactive websites faster. The intuitive tools let you focus on the information youre creating and

provide a full-featured editor for many website content types. The all-new Drag & Drop editing
makes it easy to insert content from within Muse. But there's no need for a computer. Muse provides

the web authoring tools you need directly on your iPhone, iPad, or Android device.
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